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Key Selling Points
Patterns are inspired by knitting traditions from around the globe
Projects include socks, hats, scarves, sweaters, and mittens.

Description
Cozy Knits presents 30 globally inspired knitting projects from cultures with deep traditions in knitwear that will appeal to expert and beginning
knitters alike. Projects for socks, hats, mittens, and scarves make this cozy collection of patterns a must-have for any knitter’s pattern library. Each
project is illustrated with beautiful and inspirational four-colour photos and patterns, with complete schematics and diagrams making it easy to
get amazing finished results. Alternatives for yarns and needle weights and sizes are addressed with each pattern making this a complete
collection of cozy knits for yourself or the best gifts ever.

About the Author
Editor Kari Cornell has been knitting and collecting vintage patterns for years. She lives in Minneapolis, USA, with her husband, two sons, and a
beagle.

Sue Flanders has been designing knitwear for more than 20 years. Her patterns have appeared in many publications, including Interweave Knits,
Knitter’s Magazine, Cast-On and in two books by Melanie Falick, Knitting America and Kids Knitting. She is co-author of Norwegian Handknits 
and Swedish Handknits.

Janine Kosel is an accomplished knitter who has studied under greats like Alice Starmore, Meg Swansen, and Candice Eisner Strict. Janine works
at Three Kittens Yarn Shop in Minnesota, USA, and teaches knitting and tatting workshops at many knitting and needlework shops in St Paul
and Minneapolis, USA.
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